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April 6, 2016 
 
 
 
Dear Parents and Guardians,   

I hope this letter finds you doing well.  Previous correspondence sent to you on March 4, 2016 outlined information on 
the 2016 Partnership for the Assessment of Readiness for College and Careers (PARCC) test administration.  As 
indicated in that letter, New Jersey State law and regulations require all students to take statewide 
assessments.  Thus, it is our district’s responsibility to provide appropriate assessment and follow state mandates that 
encourage the evaluation of student performance. 
 
If your child refuses to participate in the PARCC assessment and Northern Highlands has a low participation rate, the 
district will lose out on valuable information and data, which may have a negative impact on our school.  Northern 
Highlands is a high performing school district and we have been fortunate, based on our outstanding test scores, to be 
ranked as one of the top schools in New Jersey and the United States.  We are committed to student achievement, 
and the PARCC assessment raises the bar for our students to ensure they are on the path to success. We are confident 
that with the quality instruction delivered by our dedicated educators, and your support, our students can meet and 
exceed these expectations and maintain its reputation as one of the best public schools in the state and country.   
 
The purpose of this letter is to provide you with critical and very specific information on our testing schedule (see 
attached schedule and scheduling procedures).  All students in Grades 9-11 will be taking three performance-based 
assessments in English/Language Arts and two performance-based assessments in Mathematics.  Students will take 
mathematics assessments that correlate to their current course: Algebra I, Algebra II, or Geometry.  In an effort to 
minimize disruption to our educational program, Northern Highlands will test over a six-day period (April 20, 21, 22, 
25, 26, and 27, 2016).  To achieve this, we will run a special schedule so that NO INSTRUCTIONAL TIME IS MISSED for 
those students who are required to take the PARCC assessment.  The first three days, testing will be from 7:45 a.m. to 
11:05 a.m.    On the last three days, students will test from 7:45 a.m. to 9:50 a.m.  Bus pick up for students who are 
testing will be at the regularly scheduled pick-up time.   
 
Seniors and students who are not required to test on specific days will follow our standard Delayed Opening Bell 
Schedule with students expected to be in school by 9:45 a.m.  Bus pick-up for those students will be two hours later 
than the regularly scheduled pick-up time (i.e., If the normal pick-up time is 6:45 a.m., then the pick-up time on testing 
days will be 8:45 a.m.).  Thus, there will be two morning pick-up times – one for students who are testing and a second 
run for seniors and students who are not sitting for a test.   
 
Students who are absent on the day of testing will be required to make up the PARCC assessment at a later date 
within the testing window.  Therefore, please make every effort to have your child attend school on the days of 
testing.  For those students who are scheduled to take the PARCC assessment and refuse to, it is imperative for 
parents and students to know that the students must still arrive to school by 7:40 a.m., at which time they will 
report to a supervised location where they can read.  Those students who DO NOT report to school will have an 
unexcused absence recorded.  That absence will count in the totals used for denial of course credit.  In addition, the 
absence will prohibit the student from receiving any Perfect Attendance award.      
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To better inform our students on the PARCC assessment, we recently conducted grade level assembly programs for 
freshmen, sophomores, and juniors.  The areas highlighted were as follows: 
   
Adjustments to PARCC – In response to the participation data and feedback from the educational community, the New 
Jersey Department of Education (NJDOE) has made adjustments for the 2016 PARCC administration to address a 
variety of issues, such as:   

 restructuring PARCC to have only one administration window instead of two;  

 modifying the testing window to minimize the conflict between PARCC and AP testing;  

 less testing time - overall the assessment is 90 minutes shorter;  

 fewer test questions - there are only 6-7 sessions, not 8-9 sessions; and  

 flexible scheduling .   
 
PARCC Benefits – Students will have different reasons for taking the PARCC assessment depending on where they are 
in their high school career.   

 The NJDOE has provided alternative ways for students to demonstrate statewide assessment competencies 
required under State law to graduate from high school; however, all New Jersey public school districts are 
required to administer and students are still expected to participate in the statewide assessment program.  It 
is important to note that the PARCC assessment may also be used to satisfy those requirements.    

 Our students will take online assessments in their future.  Participating in the PARCC assessment provides the 
student with an opportunity to take a standardized online assessment in a formal testing environment. 

 Although the SAT is still a paper and pencil test, the redesigned SAT is more aligned to the PARCC assessment 
than before.  Participating in PARCC will provide students with an opportunity to practice their testing skills 
with questions that require persistence in solving multi-step problems and synthesizing evidence-based 
responses from a number of different sources. 

 If students receive a passing grade on the PARCC assessment, they can be exempt from taking college 
entrance exams used to determine if a student needs to be placed in a remedial college level course that 
does not count towards credit requirements.    

 PARCC results will be an important evaluative tool for student progress.  Northern Highlands will receive 
information that relates to the curricular program as taken through the students’ scores.  This information 
will be used to inform curricular and instructional decisions. 

 
We have made conscious efforts over the last four years to look at the way in which we assess our students on a daily 
basis having prior knowledge of this transition in assessments.  Our progress assessments, which have been 
administered two times a year for several years, were designed with performance-based questions that allowed 
students to think analytically and critically.   Lastly, we are confident that the academic strength of our students 
coupled with our high quality of instruction and rigorous curriculum will undoubtedly help our students meet success 
on this new series of assessments. 
 
Please feel free to reach out to your child’s school counselor should you have any questions regarding the 
administration of the PARCC assessment.  If you would like to obtain additional information about the PARCC 
assessment schedule and/or procedures, please visit our website at www.northernhighlands.org and click on the 
PARCC quick link on the left hand side.  Thank you in advance for your cooperation and continued involvement in your 
child’s education.  
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
 
Joseph J. Occhino 
Principal 
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